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Introduction 

This summary report provides project status documentation for the demolition for the Benbow 
dam in Garberville, California.  The dam is owned by the California State Parks and its removal is 
being paid for by grant, in-kind state funds and County matching funds.  The project was forced 
to cease operations in the fall of 2016 because early heavy rains.  At that time all of the above 
ground structure and most of the foundation had been removed, except the north valley wall 
(left as an artifact). What was left was the deep foundation and some foundations for the fish 
ladder on the river left. 

This summary report documents the work completed during the summer and early fall of 2017.  
The project started in early April when Questa biologists with the help of local volunteers, tried 
to relocate Yellowed legged frog egg masses from the access road and the dam site to areas 
outside of the construction area.  However due the heavy winter and high spring flows access 
for egg mass relocation was not feasible. Demolition mobilization started on August 1, 2017.  
The area was initially fenced and biologists were on hand to move frogs and tadpoles from the 
access route.  Two railroad car bridges on loan from Humboldt County were installed across the 
South Fork Eel River and the east branch.  A small culvert was installed across a side channel in 
the main stem as well. Once the haul road, bridges and exclusionary silt fencing were 
established, demolition began on the dam.    The demolition started removing the foundations 
sections that were shallow. In early September a sheet pile cutoff was installed to limit water 
intrusion as the demolition commenced to deeper pile foundations. Water pumping volumes 
were greatly reduced and the sediment basin was effective inhibiting actionable turbidity.  

Demolition proceeded until September 13th, 2017, when the final deep steel H beams and 
caissons were removed. The sheet piles were removed and erosion control blankets were 
placed on newly constructed banks.  California Conservation Corps staff assisted by the 
contractor then planted a series of deep willow, alder and cottonwood poles to aid in the bank 
revegetation effort.     

The following summary is in chronological order as the summer and early fall demolition 
progressed. 
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Construction Re-Start – August 1, 2017 

 
The gravel bar above the dam ogee section had significantly dropped in height, exposing old 
stumps that were buried by sediment when the dam was constructed (see below).  A post 
removal topographic map was completed at this time and is attached at the end of this report. 
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The remaining portions of the shallow foundation were demolished first and followed towards 
the deeper caissons. 
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Haul road with exclusionary silt fencing; 8-23-17 

 

In early September a sheet pile exclusion wall was installed so that deeper foundation could be 
demolished.  This allowed the contractor to dig deeper into the overlying alluvium with a 
manageable water infiltration rate. 
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After the sheet pile wall was installed excavation to remove the deep foundation began. 

 

The deep excavation followed along the bedrock interface to find the deep H beams and 
caissons. 
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Deep excavation 9-6-17 
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The bedrock elevation was shown on the demolition plans at elevation 318; the bedrock 
elevation was closer to elevation 326’-328’ 
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Removed H beams 
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After H beams and caissons removed excavation was backfilled and the site was graded to slope 
gently to the low flow channel.  Soil from adjacent areas was trucked in to reconstruct the bank 
slopes. 

 

9-23-17 
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9-23-17 

Erosion control blankest were installed on the new slope; 9-28-17. A portion of the slope did 
not receive a blanket due to exposure of bedrock, rocky conditions or the need to preserve 
slopes for existing vegetation. 
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Willow, cottonwood, and alder poles were planted along the toe.  The excavator would dig a 
hole to the groundwater table or moist soils, the poles would be placed, and the hole wetted 
and backfilled. 
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9-28-17 

 

9-28-17 

 

9-28-16 

 

The site demobilization was completed by October 5, 2017 and the demolition project is 
complete. 

Included below are “as removed” demo plans, post removal gravel bar topography and profile. 
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Post Dam Removal Survey 
 

 

 

 


















